
GOAL: Get MUCH  Better!
PRACTICE FREQUENCY: Perform tasks with Repetitive Regularity!

Task

How Are You Making 

the Task Happen? Why Are You Doing Actions This Way? Feedback Metrics: Progression of Mental Model Improvements

Bike

Riding bike up-right
Maintaining balance in 

and out of the saddle.
To prevent crashing out on the bike. 

~ # of near falls

~ # of falls

~ # of crashes

Learned ability of leaning in turns, riding on various 

surfaces, and avoiding obstacles, like other bikes.

Select proper gears

Identifying different 

levels of resistance to 

propel a bike.

Establish optimal balance between your 

pedaling strength, fitness and gearing for best 

race outcomes.

~ # of breaths per 

minute

~ Pain rating

Developing feel for different gear settings and the 

correlation of oxygen and muscle power output and 

physical capabilities. 

Spinning pedals

Moving pedals and 

cranks to power a  bike 

for quick splits.

To create more consistent power through-out 

the 360° rotation.

~ Pedal stroke 

efficiency

~ Consistency of 

single leg pedaling

Perceived smoothness of pedaling. The feel of a 

shuffle compared to the herky-jerky of a 

pronounced push-pull of the foot when pedaling.

Determine your cadence

Analyzing power output 

at different pedaling 

speeds in different gear 

settings for speed 

targets.

Establish optimal balance between your 

pedaling strength, fitness and gearing for best 

race outcomes.

~ RPMs

Knowing differences of 80-90-100 cadence in 

different gear settings and the correlation of oxygen 

and muscle power needs. 

Climb hills
Pedaling to overcome 

gravity on hills. 

Utilizing various methods to climb to maintain 

speed and power output.
~ Strava rankings

Optimizing climbing styles to decide to pedal or spin 

in the saddle, or stand when on different steepness 

grades based on power output and physical 

capabilities. 

Generate power Output 
Going for speed and 

pacing targets.

Establish optimal balance between your 

pedaling strength, fitness, and gearing for best 

race outcomes.

~ Watts

~ Time

~ MPH/KPH

Understanding feel of power for pace riding with 

correlation to equipment choices, oxygen needs, 

gear selection, body positioning, and muscular 

physical capabilities. 

Go aero
Positioning body parts to 

minimize drag.

Establish optimal balance of body positioning, 

comfort tolerance, and power output for best 

race outcomes.

~ Time in aero 

position

~ Drag

Learning body positioning on bike with flat back, 

narrow shoulders, and lower head coupled with less 

equipment exposure for optimal aero-dynamics. 
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